
Company  Profile
Through training and coaching Mentarcise 
helps organizations and people who would like 
to help themselves and others to achieve what 
they want in their professional and personal llife.

2019
Your Focal point of change and development 

Training and Coaching



Our Mission

About Mentarcise

MENTARCISE 
is simply about 

We commit ourselves to creating a different mindset to live a 
quality life not to just inspire and motivate. But to boost 
organizations and  allow individuals make their own rightful 
choices & helping othes as well. Boosting organizations’ and 
companies’ perfomance through investing in people to enhance 
the overall performance and strengthen organizational values.

Five years ago, we started with a solo vision "empowering people" through 
Training & Coaching. 

Today, Mentarcise is the home of Training & Coaching with different 
Training programs for Individuals & Organizations. 

We believe in people, and people have come to believe in us, and together 
we've built a powerful community which continues to grow.

Through Coaching, Training, Personal & Social development, Mentarcise 
empowers people who would like to help themselves - and others - to 
have a better quality of life.



Mentarcise Training Approach
Analysis, needs, 
requirements and 
current capabilities

Learning objectives, 
delivery format, 
activities & Exercises

Clear and shared 
understanding of the 
situation

Training 
implementation & 
delivery

Measuring 
Awareness, 
knowledge,
behavior &results

Reporting, 
recommendations & 
following through

Mentarcise provides End-to-End top notch Learning & 
Development Solutions. We don’t just sell Training 

courses , we provide you-our clients-with an extension 
to your L&D Team.

TNA
Training Need 
Assessment

Designing 
Learning Solution

Becoming a 
Partner 
(Contracting)

Delivering 
Learning Solution

Evaluation & 
Assessment Follow Through

L&D Consultancy

Training 
Design Training

 Delivery



Some of our 

TOT program
Training of Trainers

Qualified Professional Trainers

Instructional Design Learning Experience

-Is the only 92-hour training-of-trainers program 
in Egypt that is delivered by 4 different 
professional trainers, to allow participants to see 
different styles and to come up with their own 
style.
--Each participant gets 3 months mentoring with 
the trainer they are most comfortable with to help 
build their Training career, as well as weekly 
follow-up for 6 months
-After the program, participants will also be able 
to do their own training  progtam with 
Mentarcise.

IDLX Program aims to provide Training 
professionals with the latest and most updated 
methodologies & techniques to create and 
develop training materials.

Do you (or do you want to) manage employees? Have you ever wondered 
how to get better performance out of those you manage? Are you unsure if 
you are communicating effectively with your employees? If you answered 
“yes” to any of these questions, then this course – and its associated 
specialization – is for you! Leadership and management responsibilities 
have changed dramatically, particularly in the last decade.

 In o In order to be an effective manager in increasingly fast-paced and 
complex organizational environments, coaching has become essential. In 
this course, you will learn what coaching is and learn how to differentiate 
between it and all of the other myriad roles managers are expected to 
perform – managing, mentoring, leading, and training. 

Life coaching is one of the most rewarding and powerful 
jobs in the world.

AA Life coach inspires and motivates people who are 
looking for answers that lie within themselves, they assist 
people in living, working and performing at their 
greatest potential and empowers them so as to see a 
more desired future, a more powerful & peaceful life 
through inspiring better choices in their personal and 
professional lives.

Coaches aCoaches are: Partners, Inspiring, Motivational, 
Empathetic and Change Agents.

Certified
Life Coach

Public Training Programs
QPT

IDLX
Managing as a Coach



An experience that will leave you a different person
Moahreb is a camp designed to push you to a whole 
new level of possibilities. 
It is structured to escalate your stamina physically, 
psychologically, emotionally and mentally.

Heads up is a multiple separated awareness 
sessions created and delivered by Mentarcise 
experienced coaches/trainers to:
-Raise Awareness
-Improve Productivity
-Enhance Quality of your life

-This is our core business
-We belive in people, and all our programs aim 
to allow people to have more choices in life.
- through our programs, we focus on the 
comprehensive trilogy of ‘Mind, Body & Soul’.

Heads Up Corporate Boot Camps

Innovative team-building activities are adopted to 
ensure practiical understanding and application of 
learnt skills.
Games are specially designed to meet the interest and 
technical knowledge of employees.

Team Building EventsTraining & Coaching

Corporate Services



Training & Coaching
Mentarcie Training Methodologies

Individual 
Discovery and 
Self Reflection

Group Exercises 
and experiential 
learning
Individual 
Discovery and 
Self Reflection

Coaching Instructor led 
Training

Focus groups



Team Building Events

Team building activities are designed to satisfy your companys specific needs 
that will enrich the employees with the required skills and knowledge  and raise 
the bar of motivation.

El Sewedy Team Building Pfizer Drum Circle



Heads up

1.5-3 hours
Customized sessions

Heads up is a multiple 
separated awareness sessions 
created and delivered by 
Mentarcise experienced 
coaches/trainers to:

Raise 
awareness 

Enhance
clarity of 
mind

Improve 
personal life

Previously delivered sessions 

More than an
Employee

Productivity Loyalty

•Power of influence
•A theory of awareness 
•Power of words 
•Positive thinking
•Role model 
•Multiple intelligence 
••Heart of a Winner 
•Art of communication between 
couples

•Turn thoughts to action
•Manage your anger
•Think marketing 
•Your network, your net worth
•A game of self-discovery
•The skilled negotiator 
••Entrepreneurship
•The reframe 
•Digital marketing for dummies
•The power of habit

•Personal branding 
•Growing through obstacles 
•Fear of criticism 
•Rituals of balanced life
•Happiness bucket list 
•Drive your feelings 
•Connec•Connect before you correct 
•Married to an alien
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Corporate Boot Camps

-Confidence
-Satisfaction
-Welcoming Change
-Helping others
-Happiness
-Living with Passion
--Fulfillment
-Success

3% Mohareb Mindset

1-Fear of change
2-Living in the past
3-Overthinking
4-Comfort Zone
5-Pleasing Everybody
6-Loss of Focus
77-Wasting Time

97% of Population

Mohareb Camp is a transformational human 
experience designed to eliminate the 7 toxins of modern 
life:



Connecting mind to
Body & Soul

Yoga
Meditation-Yoga is known to increase body flexibility & 

muscle strength, as well as maintaining 
cardiac & circulatory health.

-At Mentarcise, we deploy
different techniques including 
fluid yoga vinyasa Yoga.

-It’s the way to take a break 
from all the noise in life
-Different themes are 
frequently tackled in our 
meditation sessions such as:
 1- Healing your inner child.      
    Mindfulness meditatian.
  2-Twin heart meditation.        
      Beyond fear, Meditiation       
      path to achievement and 
      many others.



why mentarcie?
If you wonder 

Here’s why

Prices are designed to suit group number, i.e. 
different rates for groups, per-hour and per-day 
rates for corporates.

Programs are customized to suit the variation of 
technical backgrounds in individual-based grou[s, 
and stress on the commonalities of 
corporate-based groups.

Customized Prices for single programs
 and packages

Our training programs can be conducted at the 
client premises for conveninence, or at Mentarcise 
venue with its fully equipped rooms

On-site and Off-site training 
Programs

At Mentarcise, trainers are selected based on 
precise citeria to ensure the high quality of the 
provided programs, experience, commitment and 
diligence on top of the list.

Thoroughly selected trainers
and master trainers

Programs are for individuals 
and corporates



www.facebook.com/mentarcise

www.instagram.com/mentarcise

4b El Nozha St. Heliopolis,Cairo, Egypt

/mentarcisewww.facebook.com/mentarcise

/mentarcise

01010000815
www.mentarcise.com
info@mentarcise.com


